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The Social Sciences in Canada 2006-01-01

the social sciences in canada is about the background and history of the social science federation of canada in honour of its
fifty years of national activity there can be little doubt that during the last fifty years the federation and its predecessors
have had a substantial impact on the development of the social sciences in canada the history of this organization is probably
the best barometer that we have for recording the changes that have occurred in the relation between social scientists and
canadian society

Test Item File 2001

in 1950 senator joseph mccarthy declared that the state department was a haven for communists and traitors among famous
targets like alger hiss the senator also named librarian mary jane keeney and her husband philip who had been called before the
house unamerican activities committee to account for friendships with suspected communists memberships in communist fronts
and authorship of articles that had been published in leftist periodicals conservative journalists and politicians had seized the
occasion to denounce the pair as communist sympathizers and spies for the soviet union if the accusations were true the
keeneys had provided the soviets with classified information about american defense and economic policies that could alter the
balance of power between those rival nations if false the keeneys had been shamefully wronged by their own government for the
accusations tumbled them into grief and poverty in 1950 senator joseph mccarthy declared that the state department was a
haven for communists and traitors among famous targets like alger hiss the senator also named librarian mary jane keeney and
her husband philip who had been called before the house unamerican activities committee to account for friendships with
suspected communists memberships in communist fronts and authorship of articles that had been published in leftist periodicals
conservative journalists and politicians had seized the occasion to denounce the pair as communist sympathizers and spies for
the soviet union if the accusations were true the keeneys had provided the soviets with classified information about american
defense and economic policies that could alter the balance of power between those rival nations if false the keeneys had been
shamefully wronged by their own government for the accusations tumbled them into grief and poverty this book draws on a
wide range of archival materials especialy fbi files interviews and extensive reading from secondary sources to tell the story
of philip olin keeney and his wife mary jane who became part of the famed silvermaster spy ring in the 1940s it paints a picture of
two ordinary people who took an extraordinary path in life and while they were never charged and tried as spies were punished
through blacklisting it also reaveals the means by which the fbi investigated suspected spies through black bag jobs phone
tapping and mail interceptions spies compromise national security by stealing secrets but secrets can be defined to suit
individual political designs and ambitions philip and mary jane keeney constantly tested the boundaries of free access to
information to the point of risking disloyalty to their country but the american government responded in a manner that risked
its democratic foundations

The Librarian Spies 2009-03-20

one of the themes in current geophysical development is the bringing together of the results of observations made on the
surface and those made in the subsurface several benefits result from this association the detailed geological knowledge
obtained in the subsurface can be extrapolated for short distances with more confidence when the geologi cal detail has been
related to well integrated subsurface and surface geophysical data this is of value when assessing the characteristics of a
partially developed petroleum reservoir interpretation of geophysical data is generally improved by the experience of seeing the
surface and subsurface geophysical expression of a known geological configuration on the theoretical side the understanding
of the geophysical processes themselves is furthered by the study of the phenomena in depth as an example the study of the
progress of seismic wave trains downwards and upwards within the earth has proved most instructive this set of original
papers deals with some of the more vigorous developments in subsurface geophysics and it is hoped that it will contribute to
the understanding of geophysical phenomena in the solid the editor thanks the busy workers in the several fields who have made
time to produce these contributions

Quality-assurance/quality-control Manual for Collection and Analysis of
Water-quality Data in the Ohio District, U.S. Geological Survey 1998

a collection of original essays that moves beyond the prevalent view of harold innis as a technological determinist harold
innis in the new century brings his innovative ideas to bear upon a variety of contemporary issues such as postmodernism
liberalism gender and cultural policy the book is divided into three sections reflections on innis provides a historical
reassessment of innis gaps and silences considers the limitations of both innis s thought and his interpreters and innis and
cultural theory offers speculations on his influence on cultural analysis the interpretations offered reflect the changing
landscape of intellectual life as boundaries between traditional disciplines blur and new interdisciplinary fields emerge harold
innis in the new century is a valuable resource for scholars and students of canadian studies communication studies cultural
studies economic history and political science



Water-resources Investigations Report 2003

is the united states a force for democracy from china in the 1940s to guatemala today william blum presents a comprehensive
study of american covert and overt interference by one means or another in the internal affairs of other countries each
chapter of the book covers a year in which the author takes one particular country case and tells the story and each case
throws light on particular us tactics of intervention

Management, Canadian Fifth Edition, Stephen P. Robbins, Mary Coulter, Robin
Stuart-Kotze. Test Item File 1997

here for the first time in a brilliant panoramic portrait by the pulitzer prize winning author of the making of the atomic bomb is
the definitive often shocking story of the politics and the science behind the development of the hydrogen bomb and the birth of
the cold war based on secret files in the united states and the former soviet union this monumental work of history discloses
how and why the united states decided to create the bomb that would dominate world politics for more than forty years

Laws Relating to the Navy, Annotated 1946

harold robbins the godfather of the airport novel changed the face of publishing with classics such as the carpetbaggers the
dream merchants and the lonely lady his readers loved his steamy tales of money soft porn drugs corruption greed and just
sometimes redemption the world s first playboy writer robbins reportedly frittered away 50 million on fast cars loose women
and high living but obsessed with fame and fortune robbins was a deeply complex and often controversial man and even his
closest friends and lovers could only guess at the past of the man behind the perma tanned mask and gigantic mirrored
sunglasses this is the fascinating story of his extraordinary life

Developments in Geophysical Exploration Methods—3 2012-12-06

prior to 1862 when the department of agriculture was established the report on agriculture was prepared and published by
the commissioner of patents and forms volume or part of volume of his annual reports the first being that of 1840 cf
checklist of public documents washington 1895 p 148

Harold Innis in the New Century 1999

winner of the national cowboy hall of fame s western heritage wrangler award for outstanding western biography winner of
the western writers of america s spur award for best western non fiction book a solid account of a southwestern character
who has flitted in and out of frontier and economic history american historical review a creditable work on a fascinating
individual in delightful writing style sonnichsen has reconstructed greene s life explaining the ambitions as well as the frailties
of this extraordinary entrepreneur history a rewarding study of the later days of mining arizona and the west

Geological Survey Circular 1977

141

Proceedings of the Surface and Borehole Geophysical Methods and Ground Water
Instrumentation Conference and Exposition 1987

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Naval Reserve
1944

Water-resources Investigations Report 2003
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Eastside Forest Ecosystem Health Assessment: Assessment ([pts. 1-7, 9-12]) 1994

Organizational Behavior 1989

Instructors Manual with Test Item File 2002-03-19

Water Resources Division in the 1980's 1983

Identical Bidding in Public Procurement 1976

Killing Hope 2003-07-31

U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 1984

U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 1983

The Petroleum System 1992

U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 1983

Borehole Gravity Meter Surveys in Drill Holes USW G-4, Yucca Mountain Area,
Nye County, Nevada 1986

Dark Sun 2012-09-18

Washington Geologic Newsletter 1984

Harold Robbins: The Man Who Invented Sex 2011-07-01

Bibliography and Index of the Geology and Mineral Resources of Washington,
1963-1980 1983
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Free-air Gradient Observations in Yucca Flat, Nye County, Nevada 1985
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Geological Survey Professional Paper 1980
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Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States 1931
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Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents 1984-03
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